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An Everyday Miracle: Watery Offerings in Late Medieval Devotional Texts 
Hetta Howes, QMUL 
Water, the humble and ordinary, life-giving and sacred element wends its way through many works of 
medieval literature. Blessed by a priest it can become a holy agent of liturgical practice. Strategically placed in 
a religious landscape it can evoke scriptural waters and even heal the sick. Saints such as Christina the 
Astonishing prove their spiritual worth by punishing their bodies with extreme forms of water – and 
emerging unscathed – and tears can act as mediatior between an individual soul and their God. This paper 
will offer a brief survey of the significance of water as a component in both magic and miracles throughout 
the later Middle Ages. It will then argue that this everyday element, in devotional writings, becomes part of a 
fluid relationship with Christ. Where he offers readers his life-giving blood, they, in return can offer water 
and in so doing more fully participate in the miracle of their own salvation. 
 

Magic and Miracle in Medieval Ireland  
Jacqueline Borsje, University of Amsterdam 
Although magic and miracle superficially seem to refer to identical phenomena - extraordinary things or 
events, seemingly going against nature and human expectations – they are embedded in different 
rhetorical contexts. From a neutral point of view, their similarity deserves further study; from a 
historical point of view, their different literary contexts need to be taken into account. Magic and 
miracle are not the same, but they are overlapping categories or, in the words of John Miles Foley, 
leaking genres. We need to pay attention to the ways in which they do and do not overlap. This paper 
presents a case study of a hagiographical encounter between Saint Patrick and the druids of the king of 
Ireland. The descriptions of the words and deeds of power of these protagonists will receive a close 
reading; hagiographical rhetoric will be put in a wider context of relevant historical literary genres. 
 

Monks, Miracles and Magical Practices  
Hilary Powell, University of Durham 
This paper explores the relationship between miracles and ideas of Christian magical practice. In medieval 
hagiography miracles were performed in what could be considered magical ways. Saints were regularly 
portrayed as wonder workers, performing feats contrary to nature, effecting transformations and revealing 
their preternatural knowledge of the future. But are we really seeing magic or even miracles? A close reading 
of two episodes from the hagiographical writings of Eadmer of Canterbury (died c. 1126) suggest an 
alternative reading. The inherently magical use of ritual words to dispel demons and the saints’ powers of 
divination might equally have figured in the texts as aids to monastic meditative practice. This suggests a 
different understanding of the utility of these texts and the narrative strategies their authors employed. It 
also challenges our understanding of the function of magic as an integral element of these stories. 
 

The Supernatural and the Self: Power and Identity in Miracle Stories and Learned Magic  
Sophie Page, UCL 
This paper will compare how late medieval learned magic texts constructed the identities of learned 
magicians with the ways saints lives presented saints as men of extraordinary power. In particular, I will 
consider the contrasting abilities of saints and magicians to heal the sick, interact with spirits, subvert natural 
laws and act as instruments of God’s will. Finally, I will explore tensions in the presentation of the magical 
practitioner as someone who has performed rituals to acquire extraordinary powers and as someone who 
possessed these powers at birth by virtue of celestial influences that endowed him with a perfect bodily 
complexion, powerful confidence, desire and intense will. 


